NO DEFENSE
THE U.S. MILITARY'S WAR ON WATER

JOIN US FOR OUR LIVE VIRTUAL PANEL DISCUSSION
AUGUST 19, 2021 | 6:30-8:30 PM
Watch Live on One Detroit's Facebook or YouTube

MEET OUR PANELISTS

SARA GANIM
A Pulitzer-Prize-winning journalist and the current Hearst Journalism Fellow at the University of Florida’s Brechner Center. Sara hosts the award-winning podcast Why Don’t We Know. No Defense is her first independent film.

TONY SPANIOLA
Tony is an attorney whose home is located in a PFAS contamination area. Tony serves on the National PFAS Contamination Coalition, the Great Lakes PFAS Action Network, and the Need Our Water (NOW) community action group. He was a consultant on No Defense and is featured in the film.

CRAIG MINOR
Mitchell Minor’s Dad and married to Carrie Minor. Co-author of “Overwhelmed: A Civilian Casualty of Cold War Poison; Mitchell’s Memoir” Craig is a retired United States Air Force Lieutenant Colonel, Senior Acquisition Manager, NT39A Instructor Research Pilot, and B-52G Aircraft Commander.

MONICA LEWIS-PATRICK
Monica Lewis-Patrick is the president and CEO of We the People of Detroit. Monica is an educator, entrepreneur and human rights activist/advocate. Monica is known throughout the environmental justice community as The Water Warrior. She is actively engaged in the struggle for access to safe, affordable water for all under-resourced communities.

WATCH “NO DEFENSE” ON DEMAND THEN JOIN A LIVE VIRTUAL PANEL

No Defense is a documentary that tells the story of the Americans who are fighting against one of the largest-known polluters in the country – the United States military. For decades, it’s been documented that a category of chemicals known as PFAS are harmful to life by contaminating drinking water and surface water, yet the military continues to mandate its use at hundreds of sites across the country, with no plan in place to clean it up. Instead, the DOD is pressuring regulators to keep this toxin legal.